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Ill. CATALOO DESCRIPTION
This course is designed as a touring dance company. Students will learn dance works
from faculty and guest choreographers. Touring venucs include CCSF, San Francisco
high schools, San Francisco Bay Area colleges, local theatres, and dance public events.
This course includes workshops on perfonnance technique and lectures on choreographic
theory.

IV. MAJOR LEARN I 0 OUTCOMES
Upon completion of this course a student will be able to:

A. Learn and apply the skills associated with ambassadorial work (increase funding
for the arts, building audiences, promoting the dance program of CCSF).

B. Demonstrate personal responsibility for physical/emotional health care as it
relates to dance and the student's ability to perform the dance role given to him or
her.

C. Demonstrate the skills detemlincd necessary to working with a choreographer
toward performance. These skills include observation, intensity of concentration,
rapid assimilation of large amounts of movement, respectful behavior during
rehearsals, parts to whole recognition, identifying with a bigger vision than self,
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expanding physical and mental capabilities, personal-physical evaluation to
determine ability to perform assigned choreography, and, as a dancer/artist,
developing the dance from rehearsal to performance.

D. Identify the national and international dance pioneers in ballet, modem, jazz, tap,
African-Haitian, and improvisation dance forms and discuss their historical and
aesthetic influences on choreography learned in class.

E. Identify the choreographic tools used by choreographers to create a dance.
F. Demonstrate the skills necessary to "learn a dance" for the expressed purpose of

touring. Identify the physical and psychological preparation needed to perform
repertory. These skills include:

a. The student taking responsibility for learning the movement and
understanding the motivation of the choreography.

b. The use of dance imagery in technique and performance
c. Working under short deadlines.
d. Demonstrate ability to work with other members of the Repertory Dance

Company.
G. Learn (memorize, practice, and execute) guest and faculty choreography.
H. Touring the dance into various venues as a representative of City College of San

Francisco demonstrating the ability to dance in various spaces (theatres, gyms,
outsidet site specific, and/or classrooms).

I. Evaluate personal and group performance of repertory.

V.CONTENTS
A. Role of the dancer in a repertory company and the vision of the organization

sponsoring the company.
B. Personal and group warm-up for the body and the mind and the need for injury

prevention..
1. Teacher or guest lecturer led discussions on current research in dance

medicine
2. Identifying dance medicine health care resources in the San Francisco Bay

Area.
C. Student's performance techniques

1. Identify areas challenging to the student/dancer for professional and artistic
breadth.

2. Identification of student strengths as they relate to the dance repertory
3. Performance techniques and the choreographic tools used by choreographers

to create a dance.
D. Major choreographers of the 20th century and highlight the aesthetic contributions

to fine art dance performance.
E. Primary underpinnings motivating choreographers to create

1. Expression
2. Entertainment
3. Therapy
4. Technique/virtuosity
5. Form and structure
6. Movement innovation
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7. Audience understanding of a given issue.
F. Faculty and guest artist choreography set on students

1. History of choreography to be learned and view videotape if appropriate.
2. Choreography of a given dance.
3. Teacher directed rehearsal of the choreography.

a. Professional setting
b. Academic setting

G. Touring of the choreography to SF high schools, local theatres, bay area colleges
and bay area public dance events.

H. Group discussion and evaluation ofeach performance identifying areas of success
and areas for improvement

I. Assign journals for recording choreography.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
A. Assignments

1. In-Class
a. Analyze video ofpersonal performance or large group rehearsal using

technical and performance analysis
b. Learn and execute choreography set by choreographer

2. Out ofclass
a. Personal rehearsal ofmaterial presented in large group rehearsal.
b. Journals recording choreography, insights, and choreographic notes.
c. Read internet sources in the field ofdance performance
d. Perform the repertory learned in class.

B. Evaluation
1. Acquisition ofperformance techniques evaluated by the instructor through

observation of the students' performance ofchoreography.
2. Attendance at rehearsals and performances as an aspect ofprofessionalism
3. Journal entries recording choreography, insights, and choreographic notes
4. Written assignment related to internet site search

a. Research pertaining to the content of the choreography
b. Research pertaining to development of technical or artistic weaknesses in

context to choreography
C. Textbooks and other instructional materials

1. Franklin, Eric. Dance Imagery for Technique and Performance. Human
Kinetics Press. 1996

2. Nagrin, Daniel. How to Dance Forever: Surviving Against the Odds. Quill
William Morrow, New York. 1988

3. Nagrin, Daniel. The Six Questions: Acting Technique For Dance
Performance, University ofPittsburgh Press, 1997

4. Nagrin, Daniel. Choreography and the Specific Image, University of
Pittsburgh Press, 2006

5. Internet Sites
a. www.alvinaileyamericandancetheatre.org
b. www.youtube.com
c. American Dance Legacy Institute
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d. Culture Finder
e. www.dancemagazine.com.
f. DanceUSA@artswire.org
g. www.danceart.com
h. adfny@AmericanDancefestival.Org
1. Merce Cunningham Dance
J. NYCDA@NYCDance.Com
k. www.sfsudancedept@sfsu.edu
1. Paul Taylor Dance
m. Urban Bush Woman

VII. TITLE 5 CLASSIFICATION
CREDITIDEOREE APPLICABLE (meets all standards ofTitle 5. Section 55002(a)).
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